
It's time for a Booty Call!
Jaime Foxx stars in Cloumbia Pictures new release

by Christina Meihl
Collegian Staff

and Lysterine to go out with them.
Rushon and Nikki have been dating
for seven weeks, and had not yet
had intercourse. Before the double
date, Bunz and Rushon had made a
bet on who would "score" first.
With that in mind, the mood is set.

blatant, exploitative talk and scenes
involving sex. Different

It is Friday night, and with a
satirical name like "Bunz," what
else would you be doing except for
scoping out a "Booty Call?"

embarrassing everyday situations,
such as using a condom, are greatly
exaggerated for the sake of humor.
However, the idea of safe sex is
very much expressed and serves as
one of the main points of the
movie, along with the difference
between cassual sex and real loving
intimacy.

It is a hilarious comedy created
with the purpose of entertainment
in mind. The main characters were
played by a couple of witty
comedians from the television show
"In Living Color." Tommy
Davidson and Jamie Foxx. These
comedian characters give Booty
Call the titillating flavor it feeds to
the audience by mimicking
everyday molehill situations then
exaggeratingthem into a humorous
mountain of laughs.

Rushon, played by Davidson, is a
young man who is currently in his
first real relationship with his
girlfriend, Nikki. They are going
out together on a double date and
have arranged for their friends Bunz

Bunz's personality is that of a
dog. He does not believe in
relationships or love, only in one
night stand booty calls (and he
believes that he may get one with
his blind date). His rude behavior
mixed with the personal viewpoints
of everyone (guy vs. girl) clash at
dinner and cause multiple
arguments. The plot later takes an
unexpected twist when Rushon is
accidentally shot and ends up in a
hospital. This new mood and scene
adds to the volatile humor of the
movie.

There were certain points and
themes expressed in this movie, but
it was overall a film created for the
entertainment of pure joy and
laughter.

I give this movie a two thumbs
up for being totally out of line and
downright funny. It also has a plot
based on a n experience that almost
all of us can relate to in some small
way. The only negative aspect
about this movie is that it ends
abruptly and leaves you craving
more plot full of Foxx's crazy
antics.

Basically, sex and relationship is
the subject ofconversion and action
throughout the movie. The movie
Booty Call isR-rated because ofthe
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Project Kate: Mission Accomplished
by Sheila L. Bickel

Entertainment Editor
a relationship between lovers who
are not currently together. The
lyrics read, "...do thoughts of me
ever pass you by? / Cause I'm so
alone without you / I'm suffering
without y0u..."

The next track is called "The way
/am (or not at all)." Here the
electric is more in effect and takes
the song almost to the realm of pop
music but not quite. (When the
song started I almost thought it was
a Blondie remake). This song
appealed to me for it's shout of
independence... "but you're gonna
have to love me the way I am or
not at a 11..."

"...the storm I saw blowing in
through the open window / with the
leaves of fall / you went to

California and I followed you there
/ memoriesfaded and torn / the cold
emptiness of silence and despair..."
"California " is a simply beautiful
tune. It has what I guess you
would call an organic feel to it and
a true sincerity.

For those of you who are looking
for something a little different,

Project Kate has released the album
"the way birdsfly."

This five member band is
comprised ofKate 08, Sergio Vega,
John K., Norm Arenas and kb
Pearles. All of these individuals
have gotten together from their own
bands to produce a surprisingly
enjoyable CD.

I wish I could speak of this band
as if I knew them and their work,
but I was only introduced to them
about two days ago. But I know
what I like and this definitely fits in

that category.
There are eight songs on the

entire disc and each of them offers a
folksy, Indigo Girls-type sound
with beautiful yet simple lyrics to

match.

"Stare at My Sky," "M.K.,"
"Bobby" and "Disappeared"
complete the CD.

On the insert Kate 08 says: "To
me, it is evidence of many different
eras in my life," which as a listener
I could pick out. I felt that her
words were sincere."Father" is a song of

misunderstanding. Kate 08, who
sings all eight tracks on the album,
slows it down and drags the
individual notes out as a violin
melodically plays in the
background. Here she wonders why
she thought that her father might
understand her...she's only lived in
his house for 19 years. She talks
of feeling abandoned and lonely.
(This isn't the happiest of songs on
the CD).

I'm not going to say that this
CD is going to be on Billboard's
Top Ten list or that certain songs
are going to go platinum, but I will
say that this is a hidden treasure. It
is one of those CD's that you'll be
listening to and a friend will ask
you who it is because he or she
likes them. Just smile and say
Project Kate. (You and me will
understand).

The first track entitled, "Simon
Says," reminds me very much of
the Indigo Girls' song "Least
Complicated" The acoustic guitar
rhythm is the most prevalent sound
in the song, which I think is about
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TOP TEN MOVIES
1. Star Wars starring Harrison Ford
2. Dante's Peak Pierce Brosnan
3. The Beautician and the Best Fran Drescher
4. Jerry Maguire Tom Cruise
5. Scream Courteney Cox
6. Metro Eddie Murphy
7. Evita Madonna
8. Beverly Hills Ninja Chris Farrley
9. The English Patient Ralph Fiennes
10. In Love and War dirig-O'Donnell

ACROSS cake ones
1 Ending for 51 Nickname for 97 Numbered

head or heed comedianSill hwys.
5 Word 52 "Trinity" 99 Cotton

repeated in a author packer
Doris Day 54 More thirsty 100 British prison
song title 55 Pub missile 101 Tax preparer

9 Canadian 58 Father of abbr.
prov. Charlie and 104Quantity of 8 Moslem

3 Beaver Emilio paper sacred book
structures 59 Jane Austen 108 Top of an 9 Raided the

7 Spartan serf heroine apron ice box
8 Inland seaof 81 Fairy tale 107Barren 10 Short,

Asia monster 108Fr. holy narrative
9 Old salts 82 man out woman poems
, Actress 53 Ransomed 111 Rough, 11 Log entries

Massey 85 But, for one boisterous for Captain
'4-• Nebraska's 87 June star? fun Kirk

largest city 89 Word before 114Enviable 12 Take for
• Two, at dice City or transit position granted
• - Put in 71 Long-Imbed 117 It means 13 Traded by

symbok and slender "love" bargaining
writing 72 Low walls or 118Long-running 14 Below,to a

• • Make a show rallngs Agatha sailor
of elegance 75 She was Christie play 15Current

• 8 Noxious naughty, 120 Mural or fashions
plant musically muscular 18Exhibit

0 Before 77 Hoskins or lead-in contempt
1 Income

source for
clubs

32 DeN loaf
34 Captain

Hook's aide
35 Mme., in

Madrid

Dylan
80King of

comics
81 Party line?
83Fictional

Simon
84Sorge or

Hamlet

121 Resign an
office

122Babylonian
war god

123 Comfort
124Broadway

signs
125Weakens

138 Goose or 85Sad shot
snake sound from thetee

37 SHp of the 87 Logan or
tongue Fitzgerald

39 Dumbo's 89 Pikelike fish

gradually
128Location
127Hastened
128Ancient

Roman clan

4 Rank or
reputation

5 Window
frames

6 White-tailed
birds

7 Electric
catfish

17 Crosby's
`Road"
partner

21 Egyptian
skink

24 Country
bordering the
Red Sea

27 Long,
pointed tooth

29 Close at
hand

33 Jacob's twin
'Wings" 90 British

1 Expose false pennies
claims 91 Partners of
Kind of duck mortises

6 Harvested 93 Harangues
Topof the 96 Eccentric

DOWN
1 Monkey's

cousin
2 Gladden
3 London

dlstdct

38 "The for
Red October"

37 Noted
English
surgeon

38 Ireland

40 Malay fluent
garment 84 "Let's Make a

41 Queen of
Carthage 86Asks

42 Habitat plant earnestly
form 88 Bedouin

43 Nitwit 90 Pedestrian
44 Gaze 92Leak out

Intently slowly
45 Lacking 94 Guest at a

energy strange t a
47 Place for party

savings? 95 Formal
48 Architect discussions

Saarinen 98 Clear and
49Controversial sunny

Scott 98 Highly
51 Member of a seasoned

Girl Scout game MM..
*Aston 100 C.omplatrwd

53 More chic 101 Country
56 Early south of

Persians Libya
57 Mosque 102 Propels the

prayer leader gondola
58 Neighbor of 103Bakery

libel byproduct
60 Size of type 105 Nativeof
63 Catskills New Zealand

sleeper 107Degrade
84 Urgent 108U.S.
86 Literary naturalist

collection Ernest
68 Deep malice Thompson
70 Rover, at 109 Mountain

times lakes
72 Historian's 110 Anagramfor

time frame seat
73 Auk genus 112 The Bounty,
74 Box or bush for one

lead-in 113 Mongolian
76 Special times tent
78 Story starter 115 Speed or
79 Grunting sand follower

groups 116Small dagger
82Overly 119 Engineering

smooth and org.


